EXPLORING THE PHYSICAL WELL-BEING OF BREAST CANCER PATIENTS IN KUMASI METROPOLIS: A QUALITATIVE STUDY.
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Abstract

**Background:** Years back, cancer was thought to be a problem limited to the developed countries. Cancer is now a disease with lots of burden, leading cause of death and disability in developing countries. Physical health is very important for the overall well-being of breast cancer survivors, since it is the visible part of the dimensions of overall health and well-being. Prior studies have examined factors leading to late detection, financial burden and experiences of caregivers of breast cancer patients in Ghana, however, none of the studies have explored how breast cancer may specifically impact the physical well-being and the quality of life of these women. This study therefore seeks to explore how breast cancer impact the physical well-being and the quality of life of these women.

**Methodology:** The study site and setting was the Oncology directorate at Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital where twelve respondents were recruited for the study. Breast care survivors were purposively sampled and interviewed (face- to- face) to explore how the BC has impacted on their physical wellbeing and their Quality of Life (QoL). Demographic data were obtained before the main interview. The interviews lasted between 30 minutes to 45 minutes. Data was analysed using thematic analysis of key information by using NVivo data management software.

**Results:** Participants described their physical wellbeing according to the way they encountered the disease from the onset through to the treatment administration. Five sub-themes emerged, namely: Fatigue/bodily weakness: impaired functional ability: pain; distorted sleep; and fertility.

**Conclusion:** Fatigue, impaired functional ability, pain, distorted sleep and fertility were consistent with constructs of the Quality of Life model. These physical symptoms negatively affected the total well-being of the BCSs.
Key words: Breast cancer survivors, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, quality of life, mastectomy, Physical Well-being, Pain, Distorted Sleep, Fertility, Fatigue.
Introduction

Years back, cancer was thought to be a problem limited to the developed countries. Cancer is now a disease with lots of burden, leading cause of death and disability in developing countries. Among cancers, breast cancer currently is one of the well-known malignancies with high mortality all over the world affecting women in both developed and developing countries [1].

The International Agency for Cancer Research (IARC) in 2018 posited that breast cancer is the fifth leading cause of death with a record of 627,000 representing 6.6% of the world cancer deaths. Over the years, the incidence of breast cancer has increased enormously with 7.5% in 1975, 12.8% in 1996 and a staggering 12.8% in 2009 for all cancer cases [2, 3].

In Ghana, breast cancer is a major public health problem and the lead mortality rate in cancer cases although it is the fourth cause of death in cancer cases worldwide [4]. Ghana like other Sub-Saharan countries experiences late report of breast cancer symptoms, lack of access to radiotherapy facility, high economic burden and discontinuing follow-up treatment [5].

The treatment of breast cancer largely depends on the stage of diagnosis. The American Cancer Society categorized stages of breast cancer (from stage 0, stage I, stage II, stage III and stage IV) according to the extent to which the cancer cells have evaded the breast. Treatment options include one or a combination of surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, and endocrine or hormone therapy. However, undergoing any of the cancer treatment comes with its side effects that affect the physical, social, psychological and spiritual well-beings of the individual [6].

Physical well-being is “the ability to perform physical activities and carry out social roles that are not hindered by physical limitations and experiences of bodily pain, and biological health
indicators”. Physical health is very important for the overall well-being of breast cancer survivors, since it is the visible part of the dimensions of overall health and well-being [7]. Generally, women with breast cancer may experience some changes in their body because of the signs and symptoms of the disease and treatment regime which is very devastating. These visible changes are concealed by the survivors in ways such as wearing of under clothes and wigs [8]. Fatigue is significant and one of the long-term problems that is inevitable to cancer patients and survivors [9]. Breast cancer survivors in advance stage of the disease experience fatigue as the most troubling symptom, increased fatigue is associated with decreased patients’ functional status and QoL [10]. A study on cancer related fatigue posited that, breast cancer related fatigue goes a long way to interfere with the therapy and hence prolong the duration of the treatment [11]. Sleep quality of breast cancer survivors may be distorted as they go through different treatment procedures. A number of studies on QoL of cancer survivors indicated that distortions of sleep of cancer survivors is a key symptom of the disease and its treatment [12]. Among all cancer survivors, breast cancer survivors have the highest prevalence sleep disturbance and subjective complaints which indicate that breast cancer survivors have poorer sleep quality compared to the other cancer survivors. Sleep disturbances among breast cancer survivors may be attributable to varied interacting factors such as pain, fatigue, adverse effects of treatment such as nausea, vomiting, and psychological causes [13]. Fertility plays a significant role in the quality of life of breast cancer survivors, mainly for those of reproductive age [14, 15]. Breast cancer survival rate continue to increase as a result of the emergence and enhanced technological and medical treatment for breast cancer and an increased public education on breast cancer. As the survival rate rises, so does the importance of starting or expanding the family during and after cancer [16]. Due to the side effects of breast cancer treatment
and the trauma associated with the disease, getting pregnant sometimes becomes difficult naturally.

Breast cancer survivors can experience pain when the developing tumour press on the nerves or bone or other organs around the breast. Pain from breast cancer can be mild to severe depending on the survivor and extent of the cancer. According to the ACS, peripheral neuropathy, mouth sores and radiation mucositis are common pain experienced by breast cancer survivors during and after chemotherapy and radiation therapy respectively [6]. Breast cancer survivors who had undergone mastectomy might experience chronic, progressively debilitating neuropathic pain in the arm axilla, chest wall and breast [17]. This pain makes it difficult for the patients to perform their routine daily activities which negatively affects their quality of life.

Prior studies have examined factors leading to late detection, financial burden and experiences of caregivers of breast cancer patients in Ghana, however, none of the studies have explored how breast cancer may specifically impact the physical well-being and the quality of life of these women. This study therefore seeks to explore how breast cancer impact the physical well-being and the quality of life of these women.

Methodology

The study site and setting was the Oncology directorate at Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital (KATH). The study population included every breast cancer survivor for 6 months and more after being diagnosed of breast cancer, who is eighteen (18) years or more than eighteen years up to 65 years, and who had sought for clinical or non-clinical service(s) at the oncology directorate at KATH as at the time of the study. However, breast cancer survivors who are too sick to...
communicate and those who are not mentally sound were excluded from the study. Certificate of Registration (RD/CR20/049) was obtained from the Research Unit of the Komfo Anokye Teaching Hospital. In addition, ethical clearances were obtained from Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology Committee on Human Rights Publication and Ethics (CHRPE) with ref no: CHRPE/AP/177/20. The research data was collected from 1st October, 2020 to 31st January, 2021, which falls within the approval period stated in the certificate of registration by the Oncology Unit. This is because no new information was gathered during the interview sessions after the twelfth (12th) participant.

After the researcher had obtained the required ethical approvals for this study, BCSs were approached for data collection. The researcher with the help of a senior nursing officer and a staff nurse at the Oncology directorate recruited the respondents who were willing to share their experiences about the BC and its impartation on their physical wellbeing after considering the study’s inclusion and exclusion criteria [18]. The researcher explained the reason for conducting the study to the identified BCSs. An appointment was booked with each participant for an interview at their convenience. A consent form was given to each participant to read and sign before they were interviewed. Respondents for the study were not forced to participate but voluntarily accepted to take part in the study.

The qualitative data collection technique used in collecting data for this study were a semi-structured and unstructured interview. In addition, face-to-face approach was used to administer the data instruments which helped to obtain accurate screening of respondents. The participants recruited for this study were given a consent form to read and sign. The Principal Investigator (PI) informed the participants of their reserved right to withdraw from the study at any point in time they wished to do so. Demographic data were also obtained before the main interview.
The interviews lasted between 30 minutes to 45 minutes. The interviews were audio recorded with an electronic audio recorder after participants consented to it. Field notes were taken in order not to forget the poster, tone, gestures and signs of each participant. In analysing the data for this study, the researcher transcribed audio-recorded interviews verbatim as a word-processed text. Data was transcribed with each interview recording saved as a separate word-processed file with a codified pseudonym in order to maintain confidentiality and preserve anonymity of the participants. The transcribed data was analysed using thematic analysis of key information by using NVivo data management software.

**Results**

In all, 12 women living with breast cancer were recruited for this study. Their ages range from 30 years to 62 years. All participants had some form of education, where two of them had primary education, six of the participants completed their secondary education and the remaining four had tertiary education. Seven of the participants were married, one was divorced before diagnosis, one was widowed, two were unmarried and one has been separated from the husband after her diagnosis. One of the participants became unemployed after the diagnosis, one was a student, and two of them were on retirement. The diagnosis of the disease and side effects of its treatment forced one of the two pensioners to go on voluntary retirement. The remaining eight of the participants were gainfully employed. Their occupation included trading, banking, accounts clerk, nursing and teaching. All the participants were Christians with the exception of two participants who were Muslims.

In addition, all the twelve participants had undergone some form of cancer treatment. Eleven of the participants were receiving chemotherapy and a participant was on injection Faslodex.
Among the participants who were receiving chemotherapy, three had undergone surgery (mastectomy). Only one of the participants had received chemotherapy, surgery and radio therapy. The participants have been living with the disease for 8 months to 5 years. Again, all the twelve participants had children: two had a child; three had 2 children; two had 3 children; four had 4 children; and one had 5 children.

Physical Well-being

Participants described their physical wellbeing according to the way they encountered the disease from the onset through to the treatment administration. Five sub-themes emerged, namely:

Fatigue/bodily weakness: impaired functional ability: pain; distorted sleep; and fertility.

Fatigue/Bodily Weakness

Fatigue is major symptom of breast cancer and one of the components of the physical well-being of the QoL model. Most of the participant disclosed that they experienced fatigue/bodily weakness at a point in the trajectory of the disease. Two of the participants narrated that, they felt tired and general body weakness that led them to report to the hospital for the detection of breast cancer.

“I was in my usual state of health until about 7 months ago when I started feeling generalized body weakness, I came to the poly clinic, narrated what brought me there and was referred to the BCC after which some laboratory investigations and mammogram were done and I was later referred to the oncology directorate.”  (Cynfo)

“I used to walk about 2 kilometres to the road side every morning to board ‘trotro’ or taxi to the workplace. But now, I have to get 4 or 6 rests in between the same distance before I reach the roadside. I easily get tired when I do little work.” (Marzu)
Some of the women complained of generalized body weakness after receiving the chemo therapy. They usually spend about 7 days to 14 days to recover from the body weakness.

“*My major concern is the general body weakness after receiving the chemo therapy. Usually, I spent 2 weeks in recovery.*” (Geortim)

“... after I started with the therapy, I became very weak... It takes some weeks to recover. The interval between the cycles is 3 weeks and by the time you recover then you are due for the next cycle.” (Beakwa)

**Impaired Functional Ability**

The women claimed that, their physical activities have been affected negatively. They could not go to work due to fatigue, body weakness, pain and other side effects from cancer treatment. Even after recovery from the above-mentioned side effects of cancer treatment, they are unable to perform duties like they used to do before they were diagnosed. They lamented;

“*Yes, it has really affected my work because when I started the chemo, I have not been able to go to work. After the chemotherapy, I cannot do anything on my own especially in the first week after receiving the chemo. I cannot cook, sweep or walk for a distance or even take care of my children.*” (Flochi)

“*Initially before I started the therapy, I use to go to work but now I have not been able to go to work. So far, I have received six cycles of chemotherapy but it was after the fourth chemotherapy in which a surgery was performed hence, I have not been able to go to work.*” (Monbe)
“Yes, I felt very weak so I decided not to go to work after the fourth chemo besides I have had a mastectomy done about a month ago hence I am here again for the next cycle of treatment.” (Maryeng)

The functional ability of BCS was affected because their work rate had been reduced. One participant reported that she had reduced her workload to the minimal and exercise a little after she was diagnosed of the disease.

“I can only perform little daily activities; I spend most of my time in the hospital and at home but I walk every day from my house to the roadside and back to the house.” (Magdas)

A participant reported that, she goes to work and do other daily activities after she had recovered from the side effects of the cancer treatment.

“I am a trader and do my own work, so I go to work when I have recovered from the therapy.” (Cynfo)

Whilst other participants resume work as soon as they have recovered from the side effect of the treatment, one of the women lamented that she cannot go to work again.

“Now, I can no longer perform my activities of daily living, I cannot work anymore.” (Doropo)

Pain

Pain was commonly reported by majority of the study participants. Some of the women lamented that their pain resulted from the lump detected in the breast before diagnosis.

“I felt some severe pains below my armpit without any associate weight gain/loss, discharges, ulcer or lump three days. I could not raise my hands up and that made me report to the hospital” (Magdas)
"I was in my usual state of health performing my normal daily routine activities until I started feeling pains in my right breast as a result of an acne under my right breast. I squeezed it out. Few days later I noticed a lump under that same breast without any discharge. It was painful than the previous one, so I reported to the hospital." (Dorata)

"At the BCC I felt severe breast pains, a breast biopsy was done before I was referred to the oncology directorate" (Cynfo)

For some of the study participants, side effects of chemo and radiotherapy were the major causes of pain experienced. Two of the respondents lamented that;

"After every chemotherapy, all my joints start paining me which slows me down.” (Geortim)

"Aside breast pains, I always had head ache after I had received a chemotherapy. I also experienced pains in my joints but how severe it is do not match up to that of my breast pain and head.” (Doropo)

For those who had surgery, the wounds were painful. A participant shared her experience.

"The wound after my mastectomy was very painful. My chest area was swollen and I could not touch it. It was not easy...” (Marzu)

After series of visit to the oncology directorate at KATH and therapies received, majority participants claimed that their pains had reduced drastically from severity to mild or no pain. Others said that their pains had increased from mild to severe. One of the participants said;

"My breast was very painful, tensed and the size had increased without any associated discharges or ulcer. I have been coming for a regular visit to this clinic for almost 3 years now, by the grace of God, I have no pain but sometimes I experienced the tenderness. Yes, it is on/off.” (Chrisu).
Distorted Sleep

The participants reported they were unable to sleep continuously without any interruption emanating from the associated symptoms and treatment side effects. Almost all of the study participants said pain was the main cause of their inability to sleep well. Two of the participants narrated how pain and chemo therapy led them to sleepless times;

“I could not sleep for about a month. My breast was painful. When I turn on my bed to a new position, I feel sharp pain in my breast which just wakes me up.” (Cynfo)

“As I said earlier, it is not easy being on the chemotherapy, you are always weak, you are unable sleep but always drowsy.” (Beakwa)

One woman pointed out that, she could not sleep for about 3 months after the doctor diagnosed her of breast cancer. In her sleep, she often got frightened of the disease and woke up. Falling asleep again was difficult for this woman because she had to wait for some minutes.

“On the day of hearing my diagnosis, I could not sleep the whole night. I will say I did a wake keeping, hmmm... because I felt asleep around 5:30 am. Afterwards, I just woke up at night frightened and panic over my diagnosis. Going back to bed was difficult for me. It continued for about three months until my third chemo therapy. ...I reported to the doctor and I was given some tablets to make me sleep.” (Chrisu)

Fertility

Breast cancer and its treatment can affect the fertility of the survivor. Seven of the participants were in their reproductive age. All participants who were put on chemo therapy were informed by
the doctor that their chances of conception would lessen. So, they were advised to wait and complete the chemo therapies before they plan to conceive. One of the participants said;

“Before I started the chemotherapy, I was told, “my chances of giving birth again will be 50%” thus, you may complete the chemotherapy and may or may not be able to give birth or conceive again. … I am hoping to give birth again because I have only one child, but I have been advised not to get pregnant whilst receiving the chemotherapy. (Flochi)

Discussion

Demographic Characteristics of Breast Cancer Survivors

The age distribution of the 12 participants in this study ranged from 30 to 62 years. Ten (10) among the women were above 40 years, and two (2) of them were below 40 years. This gives an indication that breast cancer does rarely affect women under 40 years (CDC, 2019).

Three out of the twelve (12) participants had family history of breast cancer and other cancers. This agrees with past studies conducted which posited that 20% - 30% of newly diagnosed breast cancers are associated with history of cancer in first-degree and history of mammary gland diseases [19].

More so, all the study participants had formal education but completed at different levels. Only two had primary education. The rest of them (10) had secondary education with four (4) among them attained tertiary education. This could be attributed to the urban nature of the study setting tagged as the second most populous and largest city in Ghana. It could also be attributed to the assumption that educated people are more likely to avail themselves for breast screening. This is because lack of education can reduce access to opportunities and health resources [20, 21, 22].
Lastly, all the participants were gainfully employed before their diagnosis. This could be the reason why their BC were detected early since they were able to afford the initial health cost. This finding reiterates a study by Khater and friends who reported that Egyptian women with BC were diagnosed early because they could afford the initial breast cancer detection screening [23].

Physical Well-being of Breast Cancer Survivors

In this study, the physical well-being of breast cancer survivors was largely associated with the signs and symptoms of the disease and side effects of its treatment. Some of the study participants had moderate or poor experiences on their physical well-being components. In general, the findings from the current study revealed that the participants had poor physical well-being. This reiterates the findings of other studies related to poor physical well-being of BCSs [24, 25]. Fatigue, pain, impaired functional ability and distorted sleep were the common experiences encountered among women with BC as per this study’s findings.

Again, fatigue is a common symptom experienced by women living with BC [9]. This finding is consistent with the findings by Hofman and colleagues who reported that, 70% to 90% of breast cancer survivors reported about experiencing fatigue. This Breast cancer related fatigue (BCRF) may go a long way to interfere with the therapy and hence prolong the duration of the treatment [11]. The study findings revealed that, the participants were willing to carry on with their daily household chores and workplace duties but they could not perform any activity or perform without assistance because they easily get tired. This finding affirms a study by Bovbjerg and friends who posited that fatigue made BCSs unable or less able to perform their daily routine activities. In effect, the quality of life of breast cancer survivors were profoundly and pervasively affected by fatigue as already reported [28].
Pain associated with breast cancer has been investigated by various scholars around the world and reported accordingly [2]. This study findings showed that all the participants experienced pain as one of the main constituents of physical well-being. According to the study participants, the pain level ranged from mild to severe which was the same as the findings in other studies on BC pain [27, 30]. Majority of the study participants claimed that they reported to the hospital after experiencing pain in their breast which led to their diagnosis. This affirms the statement that BC itself often causes pain [31]. Four of the participants who had undergone mastectomy complained of the pain after the surgery and its effect on their livelihood. This finding was also consistent with a study conducted by Jadhav and Poovishnu Devi on post mastectomy syndrome [17]. Although the pain levels of the women were managed to a moderate level, it was difficult for the women to perform their daily activities without assistance. This finding was congruent with other studies which concluded that pain makes it difficult for BCSs to perform their daily activities and increased the impact on QoL [32].

Distorted sleep among the BCSs were found in this study. This is not surprising because a lot of studies had established distorted sleep among BCSs and cancer patients in general [33]. The sleep quality of the study participants was distorted as they went through different treatment procedures and pain. In other words, the women attributed the cause of their distorted sleep to pain and treatment of BC. This finding was in line with that of other studies [12,13]. Sleep disorders experienced by BCSs impacted negatively on their work productivity and medication abuse and misuse, thus affecting their quality of life [34]. In treating the distorted sleep, non-pharmacotherapy such as yoga and acupuncture were not popular, so the participants were put on pharmacotherapy like sleeping pills to enable them sleep well [33].
Breast cancer and its treatment can affect the fertility of the survivor. All participants who were receiving chemotherapy were informed by their doctor that their chances of conceiving would lessen and even if it becomes difficult to conceive, they will be assigned to a specialist to intervene. Seven of the participants who were in their reproductive age were not perturbed because they saw other BCSs who had given birth without breasts. The women were thought that they could give birth again after completing their treatment. The fertility of the study participants did not affect their QoL as reported by other studies that BC and its treatment can affect the fertility of the survivor. [14, 15].

The potential capacity of a BCS to perform her routine activities and tasks could be altered by BC and its treatment. This study’s findings revealed that, all the participants were unable to perform their duties immediately after they have undergone their treatment. It was obvious from the findings that, the participants had to relax for seven (7) or more days to recover before they were able to perform their duties. Some of the BCS had to be assisted by friends and family members to perform their duties even when they had recovered. The participants attributed their inability or difficulty to perform their routine activities to side effects of the chemotherapy such as fatigue, pain, depression and body disfigurement which was not different from the results of existing studies [35, 36]. The functional ability of the study participants was poor especially after they have received a chemotherapy, hence impacting negatively on their QoL.

Conclusion

Fatigue, impaired functional ability, pain, distorted sleep and fertility were consistent with constructs of the Quality of life model. These physical symptoms negatively affected the total well-being of the BCSs.
Limitations of the study

The study selected only few participants to provide in-depth information in exploring the physical wellbeing of breast cancer survivors due to the qualitative approach employed which will make the findings difficult to generalise. Further research into the psychological wellbeing of BCSs is recommended.
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